Team 1 Weekly Report
March 19th 2009

By: Eric Leknes
Team Members: James, Alex and Tarek
Overview & Updates
Overview & Updates
Overview & Updates
Completed Work

- The painting has been completed
- MOSFET switches were tested to with PIC logic and relays
  - Gear shifting
  - Engine shutdown
- The PCB has been designed and ordered
Challenges to Overcome

- Alex’s laziness
- Spring cleaning
- NCAA tournament
- Two drink maximum at Chuck and Augie’s
Future Work

• Short term:
  ▫ Order PCB
  ▫ Make a front panel for switches and indicators
  ▫ Populate PCB (when it comes)

• Long term:
  ▫ Finishing touches on software (once PCB is in place)
  ▫ Testing
  ▫ Write manual
Future Work

- Alex:
  - PCB population
  - Front panel
  - Electronics enclosure
Budget

• Spent this week
  ▫ $10
• Total expenditures
  ▫ $2370
• Future expenditures
  ▫ PCB ~$100
  ▫ Gas ~$40
• Total spending
  ▫ $2511.69
Hours Worked

- James
  - 5
- Eric
  - 10
- Alex
  - 0
- Tarek
  - 5